
Misc (Crl) Bail Case No 329 of 2022

22-07-2022

This is a petition filed u/s 438 of CrPC, with prayer for

an order to release accused Abdul Roshid on bail in the event of his

arrest in connection with Chariduar PS Case No.l27l22

of IPC.

Called for case diary has been received.

I have heard the learned Counsel for the accused and

also the learned Addl PP for the State.

The facts of the case, in briel are that on 02'07'2020

an FIR was todged by Saleha Begum at the Chariduar PS alleging

that accused Abdul Roshid had forcefully raped her several times

with the promise to marry her. They were in love for four years. On

L7-06-2022, the accused kidnapped her and kept her with him for

30 days and again raPe her.

It appears that the victim and accused was in

relationship for a long time and initially they had consensual

physical relationship. Subsequently, some dispute occurred between

them and this case was filed, alleging the offence of rape.

The learned Addl PP has also submitted that the

J ingredients of the offence uls 376 of IPC is absent in this case,

although there may be elements uls 4L7 of IPC.

The accused has reasonably apprehended arrest.

Considering all these aspects, it is hereby order that in the event of

arrest accused Abdul Roshid shall be released on bail Rs.30,000rt

with one surety of the like amount to the satisfaction of IO. The bail

order is however subject to the condition that :

i) The accused shall appear before the IO within 7

days of this order and will co-operate with the

investigation;

ii) the accused shall not make any inducement,

threat or promise to any person acquainted with

the facts of this case so as to dissuade him from

disclosing such fact to the Court &
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iii) the accused shall not leave the State without prior

permission of the Court.

Return the case r44d dtry
Inform accordingly.

With this order, this Misc case isr disposed of.

O_----
Addl Sessions Judge(

Sonitpur, Tezpur
FTC),


